Frozen-thawed transfer cycles: are they comparable with fresh?
Cryopreservation of zygotes and subsequent thaw and transfer is an established ART treatment. We assessed if success rates frozen-thawed (day 2) zygotes are comparable with the outcome in fresh cycles of treatment. We performed a prospective follow-up and analysis of all frozen (FZT) and fresh cycles of treatment during a 12 months period. One hundred and nineteen patients in the frozen-thawed and 652 in the fresh group had a transfer. The overall thaw-survival rate was 71.7%. Clinical pregnancy rates per thaw and transfer were respectively 15.1% and 21% in the frozen and 29.1% (per transfer) in the fresh group. Implantation rates in fresh and frozen cycles were 16% and 12.3% respectively. The pregnancy loss rate was higher in the FZT group (29% vs. 18.3%). Cryopreservation of good quality zygotes, after fresh transfer offers optimal success rates in subsequent frozen treatment. It also encourages consideration of elective single zygote transfers.